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1.1. CONFIGURATION OF THE STUDENT’S CURRICULUM  

The curricula of official university degrees have common guidelines such as the calculation 
of academic credit on the one hand and, on the other, the organisation of these plans in 
different blocks, which in the case of the bachelor’s degrees are as follows: 

• Basic subjects: constitute the basic and fundamental learning of the branch of 
knowledge to which the degree belongs. These subjects are realized in modules of 6 
credits each and are offered in the first half of the curriculum.  

• Compulsory subjects: are the formative elements determined discretionally by the 
University in its curricula with the characteristic of being obligatory for the student.  

• Elective subjects: are the formative elements determined discretionally by the University 
in its curricula with the characteristic of being elective for the student. There is a wide 
range of options in line with the objectives and competences established in each degree, 
to accommodate the diversity of the student body when drawing up their personal 
learning plans.  

• In addition, undergraduate students must carry out an Undergraduate dissertation 
(TFG). In accordance with the objectives and contents established in the compulsory 
and basic subjects, students must carry out, defend and present a Competence Portfolio 
that demonstrates the application of the theoretical, methodological and technical 
knowledge acquired throughout the course, and the development of the skills and 
abilities of a professional in the study profile. This work will take the form of the 
presentation and defence of an undergraduate dissertation (TFG) consisting of an 
exercise to integrate the formative content received and the skills acquired. In order to 
enrol in the undergraduate dissertation (TFG), the student must meet the requirements 
established for each degree.  

• Work Placement: it is a set of activities oriented towards learning based on action and 
experience to allow the acquisition and integration of skills and knowledge. In 
accordance with the objectives established in the compulsory and core modules, 
students must carry out work placement developing the specified competences 
associated with the degree, acquired in the course of the four years of study. The work 
placement must allow students, among other activities, to discover, analyse and 
understand the context and the management processes in organizations, institutions and 
companies. The work placement must be carried out in institutions and companies that 
have agreements with the University of Granada. The work placement course is elective 
(except for the Grado (Bachelor´s Degree) in Tourism, where they are compulsory) 
and will take place during the last year of the Degree. In order to enrol in the work 
placement, the student must meet the requirements established for each degree.  

• Languages: As per the Agreements adopted by the Academic Committee of the Council 
of Andalusian Public Universities, concerning minimum common contents of 
Undergraduate Teaching, as well as the Circular of 10 June, 2010, of the General 
Directorate of Universities of the Junta de Andalucía, students who take this Degree 
must prove, before obtaining the Degree, linguistic competence in a foreign 
language at level B1 or higher, in accordance with the Common European Framework 
of Reference for Languages.  
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1.2. ACADEMIC INFORMATION 

Grado (Bachelor's Degree) in Economics (Bilingual Programme) (GECO-BILING) 

A four-years degree consisting of 240 ECTS credits (72 ECTS credits from basic training, 120 
ECTS credits from compulsory subjects, 6 ECTS credits from compulsory undergraduate 
dissertation (TFG), 42 elective ECTS credits).  

With regard to languages, a B1 level of a foreign language must be accredited to obtain the 
degree. The University will establish the accreditation system. 

Places offered: 60 

Professional Opportunities: The main opportunities that a professional from this discipline 
can find are focused on the financial sector, banks, savings banks, credit unions and other 
financial institutions, consulting, advisory, insurance and mutual companies, in private 
companies in positions of administration and management. Another professional opportunity is 
career in Public Administration and in the educational and research system. 

1.3. STRUCTURE OF THE CURRICULUM 
 

This section presents, firstly, the summary of subjects and distribution in ECTS credits of the 
Grado (Bachelor’s Degree) in Economics (Bilingual Programme) and, secondly, a table with the 
time schedule of the Curriculum for this degree. 
 

SUMMARY OF SUBJECTS AND DISTRIBUTION IN ECTS CREDITS 

TYPE OF SUBJECT CREDITS 

Basic  72 
Compulsory 120 
Elective 42 
Undergraduate dissertation (TFG) 6 
TOTAL CREDITS 240 

 
As regards the elective subjects, the curriculum offers up to 15 courses of 6 credits each, plus 
the possibility of doing elective Work placement (12 credits). This means a total offer of 102 
credits for elective studies, of which the student must acquire 42. Thus, a wide selection of 
elective courses is offered, in line with the objectives and competencies established in the 
degree, specifically, to accommodate the diversity of the student body when drawing up their 
personal learning plans. 
 

In order to promote transversality between different curricula and for the student to participate in 
the design of their education, they may take an option from among the selection of options of 
the degree itself or choose complete modules from other degrees that are offered at the 
University of Granada and, in particular, in the Faculty of Economic and Business. However, 
with a view to encouraging training in computer science, students may take not only the 
complete module, but independently any Computer science course from those provided in the 
Degrees of Finance and Accounting, Marketing and Market Research and Tourism. 

Students may obtain academic recognition in credits for participation in university activities for 
culture, sports, student representation, solidarity and cooperation up to a maximum of 12 credits 
for the total curriculum undertaken. 
 
Work placement is elective (12 credits) and will be carried out during the last year of the 
Degree. In order to enrol in the work placement, the student must have at least 72 ECTS credits 
of basic training and 90 ECTS credits of compulsory courses. 
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In order to enrol in the undergraduate dissertation (TFG) (6 credits), which is compulsory, the 
student must have earned at least 70% of the credits of the degree, that is, 168 credits, 
distributed as follows: 

- 60 credits of basic training,  

- At least 90 compulsory credits and 

- The rest, if applicable, can be made up with elective courses to a maximum of 18 
credits. 

 
In addition, at the time of enrolling in the Undergraduate dissertation (TFG), the student must be 
enrolled in all the credits that are missing to finish the Degree. 

 

STRUCTURE OF THE GRADO (BACHELOR´S DEGREE) BY YEARS 

FIRST YEAR/PRIMER CURSO 

FIRST SEMESTER/PRIMER SEMESTRE Type CR. 
SECOND SEMESTER/SEGUNDO 
SEMESTRE 

Type CR. 

Mathematics BAS 6 Introduction To Law BAS 6 

Principles of Business Management and 
Administration 

BAS 6 General Accounting BAS 6 

Introduction to Marketing BAS 6 Microeconomics I BAS 6 

Introduction to financial operations BAS 6 
History of contemporary world economic 
development 

BAS 6 

 
Political Economy 

BAS 6 Mathematics for Economics I COM 6 

Total  30 Total  30 

SECOND YEAR/SEGUNDO CURSO 

THIRD SEMESTER/TERCER SEMESTRE Type CR. 
FOURTH SEMESTER/CUARTO 
SEMESTRE 

Type CR. 

Analysis Tools for the Spanish and World 
Economies 

COM 6 Quantitative Techniques II BAS 6 

Quantitative Techniques I BAS 6 World Economics COM 6 

Macroeconomics I BAS 6 Spanish Economics COM 6 

Microeconomics II COM 6 Macroeconomics II COM 6 

Mathematics for Economics II COM 6 Microeconomics III COM 6 

Total  30 Total  30 

THIRD YEAR/TERCER CURSO 

FIFTH SEMESTER/QUINTO SEMESTRE Type CR. SIXTH SEMESTER/SEXTO SEMESTRE Type CR. 

Econometrics I COM 6 Econometrics II COM 6 

Public Sector Economics I COM 6 Public Sector Economics II COM 6 

Macroeconomics III COM 6 Macroeconomics IV COM 6 

Microeconomics IV COM 6 International Economic Organisation COM 6 

Economic Policy: Objectives and Instruments COM 6 History of Economic Thought COM 6 

Total  30 Total  30 

FOURTH YEAR/CUARTO CURSO (1) 

SEVENTH SEMESTER/SÉPTIMO SEMESTRE Type CR. 
EIGHTH SEMESTER/OCTAVO 
SEMESTRE 

Type CR. 

Econometrics III COM 6 Undergraduate dissertation COM 6 

Business Creation COM 6 Work Placement (or 2 elective courses) ELE 12 

Elective credits ELE 18 Elective credits ELE 12 

Total  30 Total  30 

(1) 18 elective credits must be earned in the seventh semester. For the eighth semester, 12 elective credits must be earned 
if the Work placement (elective) are not earned.  
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GRADO (BACHELOR’S DEGREE) IN ECONOMICS (Bilingual Programme) 
ELECTIVE COURSES OFFERED 

FIRST SEMESTER/PRIMER 
SEMESTRE 

Dept. Credits 
SECOND SEMESTER/SEGUNDO 
SEMESTRE 

Dept. Credits 

Labour Economics 
APPLIED 

ECONOMICS 
6 Economics of the European Union 

INTERNATIONAL 

AND SPANISH 
ECONOMICS 

6 

Health Economics 
APPLIED 

ECONOMICS 
6 Experimental Economics 

ECONOMIC 
THEORY AND 
ECONOMIC 

HISTORY 

6 

Regional Economics and Politics 
INTERNATIONAL 
AND SPANISH 

ECONOMICS 
6 Urban Economics 

APPLIED 

ECONOMICS 
6 

Public Spending Economics 
APPLIED 

ECONOMICS 
6 Economics of the Environment and 

Natural Resources 
APPLIED 

ECONOMICS 
6 

International Macroeconomics 

ECONOMIC 

THEORY AND 
ECONOMIC 
HISTORY 

6 Economic History of Andalusia 

ECONOMIC 

THEORY AND 
ECONOMIC 
HISTORY 

6 

Economic History of Spain 

ECONOMIC 
THEORY AND 

ECONOMIC 
HISTORY 

6 International Economic Integration 
INTERNATIONAL 
AND SPANISH 

ECONOMICS 
6 

Economic Policy of Spain 
INTERNATIONAL 

AND SPANISH 
ECONOMICS 

6    

Banking and Monetary Economics 

ECONOMIC 
THEORY AND 
ECONOMIC 

HISTORY 

6    

 
 
With regard to languages, as per the Agreements adopted by the Academic Committee of the 
Council of Andalusian Public Universities, concerning minimum common contents of 
Undergraduate Teaching, as well as the Circular of 10 June, 2010, of the General Directorate of 
Universities of the Junta de Andalucía, students who take this Degree must prove, before 
obtaining the Degree, linguistic competence in a foreign language at level B1 or higher, in 
accordance with the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. More 

information at sl.ugr.es/0dnQ 

Students enrolled in the Grado (Bachelor’s Degree) in Economics (Bilingual Programme) must 
have the necessary linguistic skills in this foreign language. For this reason, as per the Protocol 
for teaching in English (approved by the Governing Council of the University of Granada on 21 
July, 2017), a recommended linguistic level of B2 is established, and never less than B1 of the 
Common European Framework. Reference for Languages (CEFR) in the language in question. 
 

http://sl.ugr.es/0dnQ
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2. ACADEMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE 
STUDENT.  

2.1. CALENDAR OF DATES AND DEADLINES OF INTEREST 

The calendar of dates and deadlines of interest for the academic year can be consulted in the 
"students" section of the web page for the Faculty of Economic and Business 
(http://fccee.ugr.es). Among others, this web page includes the periods referring to such 
important academic issues for the student as those mentioned below:  

- Period of Self-registration. 
- Period of on-site registration for justified reasons. 
- Period of Self-alterations to Registration. 
- Period of registration cancellation. 
- Period of Grant application. 
- Period of requesting recognition of credits. 
- Application period for exam clashes by each of the examination sessions. 
- Application period for submission to the special examination session for November. 
- Application period for curricular compensation… 

2.2. CONTINUANCE REGULATIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF GRANADA 

The most important issues considered in these continuance regulations are summarized 
below. For more information, consult the "UGR Continuance Regulations for Undergraduate and 
Master's Students", approved at the Plenary Session of the Social Council held on 28 June, 
2016 (BOUGR No. 109, of 8 July, 2016) and the modification of its chapters 5, 7 and 10 
approved by Agreement of the Social Council of 28 June, 2018 (BOUGR no. 133, of 6 July, 
2018) 

- Examination Sessions: The University will guarantee a minimum of two examination 
sessions per academic year for the evaluation of a certain course. To pass it, the student 
will have had a maximum of 6 examination sessions, either ordinary and/or extraordinary. 

• For the computation of the maximum of 6 examination sessions, only those evaluation 
examination sessions in which the student has taken part will be taken into 
account, and where their grade appears in the corresponding official examination 
results. "Absent" will not be understood as a grade. 

• Students who do not pass the course in the sixth evaluation examination session 
will not be able to remain in this degree at the University of Granada, unless the 
student is in a position to exercise the right to curricular compensation considered in the 
UGR Assessment Policy and Regulation. 

- Continuance in the studies commenced: In order to continue their studies, new students 
enrolled in any official undergraduate degree at the University of Granada must pass at 
least 6 credits of the first year of the corresponding curriculum. At the end of their 
second academic year in a degree, in order to continue their studies in the above, the 
student must have acquired at least 18 credits in the case of full-time students, or 12 
credits, in the case of part-time students. 

- Period of continuance in the degree: Students enrolled full-time in the degrees taught 
at the Faculty of Economics and Business will have a maximum of seven years of 
enrolment in the degree to finish their studies, except in agreements of Double Grados 
(Bachelor's Degrees) that will be 9 years. However, students who have a maximum of 5% 
of the credits or 2 courses with a maximum of 15 credits remaining to finish their studies, 
excluding the undergraduate dissertation (TFG), will have, for one time only, an additional 
academic year to finish their studies.  

 

 

http://fccee.ugr.es/
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2.3. SINGLE FINAL ASSESSMENT (EVALUACIÓN ÚNICA FINAL) 
 
Students may request a single final assessment for justified reasons, through the electronic 
procedure, to the Director of the Department of the course for which this evaluation is requested 
in the first two weeks of teaching the course or, where appropriate, in the first two weeks from 
the day of actual enrolment.  

For more information, consult Chapter IV of the UGR Assessment Policy and Regulation, 
approved in the extraordinary session of the Governing Council on 20 May, 2013 and whose 
last amendment was approved by the Governing Council Agreements in the session of 26 
October, 2016 (BOUGR No. 112, of 9 November, 2016). 

 

2.4. EXAMINATION SESSIONS  
 
Students enrolled at the University of Granada will be entitled to two evaluation examination 
sessions, one ordinary and one extraordinary, per course and academic year. 

In addition, students will have a special examination session, which they may request within 
the established period as long as they meet the following requirements: 

- Have been enrolled in previous courses in the course for which said examination session is 
requested. (This requirement will not be applicable to the Undergraduate dissertation (TFG) 
, in this case a special examination session may be requested without having been 
previously enrolled). 

- Be in a position to pass a maximum of 30 credits to finish their undergraduate studies, 
without taking into account the undergraduate dissertation (TFG) in this computation. 

In the case of not passing the course in this special examination session, the student will have 
only one of the two remaining examination session of the academic year. 
For more information, consult Chapter V of the UGR Assessment Policy and regulation, 
approved in the extraordinary session of the Governing Council on 20 May, 2013 and whose 
last amendment was approved by the Council Agreements of Government in the session of 26 
October, 2016 (BOUGR No. 112, of 9 November, 2016). 
 

2.5. COURSE COMPENSATION  
 

Students who are missing a single course to complete their studies may request curricular 
compensation, without taking into account the undergraduate dissertation (TFG) in this 
computation, and provided they meet the following requirements: 

- Be enrolled in the target course of the curricular compensation. (In the case where a student 
requests the compensation when they have exhausted the six calls, this requirement will not 
apply) 

- Have completed at least 60% of the curriculum of their degree at the University of Granada. 
- Have exhausted at least four examination sessions. 
- Have obtained a final mark equal to or greater than 3 points out of 10 in at least two of these 

examination sessions. 

For more information, consult Chapter VIII of the UGR Assessment Policy and Regulation, 
approved in the extraordinary session of the Governing Council of 20 May, 2013 and whose last 
amendment was approved by the Governing Council Agreements in the session of 26 October, 
2016 (BOUGR No. 112, of 9 November, 2016). 
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2.6. RECOGNITION OF CREDITS 
 
The student should consult Title II (Recognition and Transfer of Credits) of the Academic 
Management Regulations of the University of Granada, approved in the ordinary session of the 
Governing Council on 23 July, 2021 (BOUGR nº 171, of 28 July, 2021 ).  

In this regard, the student must consider that the recognition of Basic courses included in these 
Regulations must be requested from the Administrator office of the Faculty of Economics and 
Business at the beginning of the first academic year in which students begin their studies in this 
Faculty.  

 
2.7. WORK PLACEMENT  
 
- The student may take optionally WORK PLACEMENT IN COMPANIES in institutions 

and companies that have formalized or are formalizing an agreement with the University of 
Granada. 
 

- Their objective will be to apply and complete the knowledge acquired in their academic 
education, facilitating their employability and fostering their entrepreneurial capacity. 
 

- For all questions related to the procedure for taking up work placement in companies, 
consult the Manual of Frequently Asked Questions about Company Internships at: 
https://fccee.ugr.es/sites/centros/fccee/public/ficheros/Curso%202022-23/FAQ.pdf 
 

- This work placement may be recognized by the elective course WORK PLACEMENTS 
of the curriculum, as long as the student meets the requirements detailed in the following 
point. 
 

- Before the start of the work placement, the students must appear in person at the 
Faculty administrator's office and present the documentation proving that they have been 
accepted to carry out these work placements. The Faculty administrator's office will 
then: 

 
1. Carry out the procedures for the assignment of an academic Tutor who will ensure the 

authorized progression of the work placement. 
 

2. Determine whether or not, at the student's request, to enrol them in the “Work 
Placement” course (offered in the 4th year with 12 elective credits). To this end, the 
following will be required, among other issues: 
 
a) In the case of the Grado (Bachelor´s Degree) in Economics, that the student has 

acquired 72 basic credits and at least 90 compulsory credits. 
b) That the Work Placement have a duration of at least 360 uninterrupted hours 

(extensions to be carried out will be considered). 
c) When the requirements covered in section a) or b) are not met, the Work Placement 

may be started (assigning an academic tutor), but the student may not enrol in the 
Work Placement course. However, if the requirement of "minimum credits passed" 
included in section a) is met after the start of the Work Placement, the 360 hours 
required in section b) will begin to count from that moment until the end of the Work 
Placement, and not from the date they started. In this case, the student may enrol in 
the course " Work Placement" at the Faculty administrator's office. 
 

- To counter the uncertainty of being accepted by a company for a work placement, the 
student can also choose to enrol in two elective courses, preferably from the second 
semester. In this case, the registration for these electives may be substituted for the one 
corresponding to the "work placement" when the registration requirements for this 

https://fccee.ugr.es/sites/centros/fccee/public/ficheros/Curso%202022-23/FAQ.pdf
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aforementioned course are met, and this registration is carried out within the deadlines 
established by the Faculty administrator's office. After these deadlines, the student may 
enrol in the course "work placement" by paying the public prices corresponding to 12 
credits. The course "work placement" is enrolled only with the Faculty administrator's office 

 

- Once enrolled in the "Work placement" course, in order to be evaluated, the student 
must: 

 

o Have finished their Work Placement or (even if they have not finished) have 
completed at least 360 hours thereof from the date on which they meet the 
enrolment requirements. 

o Have submitted all necessary documentation to their academic Tutor within the 
deadlines indicated by the tutor. 

 

- Those students who carry out work placement in companies during the summer months, 
must consider that:  
 

1. Once the student has enrolled in the work placement course, the grade obtained 
will appear in the September official examination results, provided that all the 
documentation necessary for evaluation is presented to their academic tutor within 
the period established by the tutor. Otherwise, the September official examination 
results will include the grade "Not submitted" and the student will be able to enrol for 
the second time (paying the corresponding public prices) for the work placement 
course in the following academic year. In this new course, their qualification may 
appear in the official examination results of the special examination session for 
November, when they comply with the requirements established to apply for this 
examination session, or in the official examination results of the ordinary 
examination session (January or June) when the student does not request or 
cannot request the special examination session for November. 
  

2. The student can decide NOT to enrol in the work placement course in the current 
academic year, but may do the work placement in a company during the summer 
months, provided that they meet the requirements and once the acceptance 
document has been signed by the company, they go to the Faculty administrator's 
office and be assigned a tutor. In this case, their qualification may not appear in the 
September official examination results and, therefore, they may enrol the following 
academic year so that this grade appears in their official examination results in the 
ordinary examination session (in January or June) of the aforementioned course, 
given that, being the first enrolment, the student will not be able to request the 
special examination session for November . 

 

- More detailed information can be found on the Faculty of Economic and Business 
website: 
 

a) The Frequently Asked Questions Manual on Work placement (at fccee.ugr.es-
Estudiantes-Prácticas Externas). 
https://fccee.ugr.es/sites/centros/fccee/public/ficheros/Curso%202022-
23/FAQ.pdf 

b) And the Regulations for the academic recognition of Work placement in 
Companies of the Faculty of Economic and Business (at fccee.ugr.es-Facultad-
Normativa Interna) https://fccee.ugr.es/sites/centros/fccee/public/inline-
files/Reglamento-Reconocimiento-Practicas.pdf 
 

 

https://fccee.ugr.es/sites/centros/fccee/public/ficheros/Curso%202022-23/FAQ.pdf
https://fccee.ugr.es/sites/centros/fccee/public/ficheros/Curso%202022-23/FAQ.pdf
https://fccee.ugr.es/sites/centros/fccee/public/inline-files/Reglamento-Reconocimiento-Practicas.pdf
https://fccee.ugr.es/sites/centros/fccee/public/inline-files/Reglamento-Reconocimiento-Practicas.pdf
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2.8. UNDERGRADUATE DISSERTATION (TFG)  
 

 In order to enrol in the undergraduate dissertation (TFG) (6 credits), which is compulsory, 
the student must have earned at least 70% of the credits of the degree, that is, 168 credits, 
distributed as follows: 

⎯ the 60 credits of basic training,  

⎯ at least 90 compulsory credits and 

⎯ the rest, if applicable, can be completed as options, up to a maximum of 18 
credits. 

In addition, according to the UGR regulations, the student must note that: 

• At the time of enrolling in the Undergraduate dissertation (TFG), they must be enrolled in 
all the credits that are missing to finish the Grado (Bachelor´s Degree) in Economics. 

• The grade of the Undergraduate dissertation (TFG) cannot be incorporated into the 
student's academic record until the rest of the credits of the degree have been earned. 

 
For more information on Undergraduate dissertation (TFG) s, the student should consult the 
Regulation of the Work or Undergraduate dissertation (TFG) of the UGR (NCG187/2), approved 
in the ordinary session of the Governing Council on 21 November, 2022, and the regulations 
specific to the Faculty of Economic and Business. 
 
2.9. SOME RECOMMENDATIONS 

• Note that the configuration for carrying out the studies leading to the attainment of the 
various qualifications taught at the Faculty is affected by two fundamental issues: 
a) The internal teaching organization of the Faculty, which is the scheme under which 

the teaching of the different courses that make up the curriculum is organized. This 
guide details the schedules and exam calendars for the current academic year. 
However, in case of possible variations caused by the development of the course, it 
is recommended to look at the corresponding bulletin board or the Faculty website.  

b) The personal configuration of the curriculum by the student.  

• Periodically check the notice boards of the Faculty administrator's office and, especially, 
the website of the Faculty and that of the degree. 

• Follow the Faculty's publications on social networks, Facebook 

(https://www.facebook.com/fccee.ugr.es/) and Twitter (@FcceeUgr). 

• Open an institutional email account at the University of Granada, where you can 

receive notifications related to your enrolment and academic record. YOU MUST 

CHECK IT REGULARLY. 

• Keep a check on the information provided through the information screens located in the 
Faculty. 

• Check that you are enrolled in the corresponding official examination results.  

• Check the status of your official examination results in each examination session and 
after enrolling or altering enrolment. 

• Students who begin their studies at the Faculty of Economic and Business of the 
University of Granada must inform themselves of the general regulations of the 
University of Granada and in particular of the specific regulations of the Faculty of 
Economic and Business. It is especially recommended that students consult the 
regulations cited in this section. 
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HORARIOS
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Academic Organization Plan for the 2023-2024 academic year approved by the Faculty Board on 8 April, 2023. 

At the time of publishing this guide, the UGR Academic Organization Plan (POD) is not finalized, so the professors assigned to the 
courses of the degree may undergo some modification. 
The area shaded in yellow corresponds to the teaching of small groups. However, this information is for guidance. The faculty, 
depending on teaching needs, may modify the schedule of these groups, always respecting the class hours assigned to their 
subject. 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

GECO (BILINGUAL 
PROGRAMME) 

  

1er Semestre/1st Semester
 
 

 
 
 

 
 Academic Organization Plan for the 2023-2024 academic year approved by the Faculty Board on 8 April, 2023. 

At the time of publishing this guide, the UGR Academic Organization Plan (POD) is not finalized, so the professors assigned to the 
courses of the degree may undergo some modification. 
The area shaded in yellow corresponds to the teaching of small groups. However, this information is for guidance. The faculty, 
depending on teaching needs, may modify the schedule of these groups, always respecting the class hours assigned to their 
subject. 
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1º A/1ST YEAR BILINGUAL GECO. FIRST SEMESTER (E20) 

 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

8:30 to 9:30 
MAT*  

 

MAT*  

 
   

9:30 to 10:30 
MAT*  

 

MAT*  

 
   

10:30 to 11:30 FDAE FDAE 
IMK* (D25) 

 

IOF (D25) 

 

 

11:30 to 12:30 FDAE FDAE 
IMK* (D25) 

 

IOF (D25) 

 
 

12:30 to 13:30 
EP 

 

EP 

 

IOF (D25) 

 

IMK* (D25) 

 
 

13:30 to 14:30 
EP 

 

EP 

 

IOF (D25) 

 

IMK* (D25) 

 
 

 

EP: POLITICAL ECONOMY (ECONOMÍA POLÍTICA) 
FDAE: PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION (FUNDAMENTOS DE DIRECCIÓN Y 
ADMINISTRACIÓN DE EMPRESAS)  
IMK: INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING (INTRODUCCIÓN AL MARKETING) 
IOF: INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL OPERATIONS (INTRODUCCIÓN A LAS OPERACIONES FINANCIERAS) 
MAT: MATHEMATICS (MATEMÁTICAS) 
 

 
Course Department Group Professor 
EP: POLITICAL ECONOMY 
(ECONOMÍA POLÍTICA) 

Economía Aplicada 
(Applied Economics) A Epstein, David Mark 

FDAE: FUNDAMENTOS DE 
DIRECCIÓN Y ADMINISTRACIÓN 
DE EMPRESAS (PRINCIPLES OF 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND 
ADMINISTRATION) 

Organización de 
Empresas-2 (Business 
Management-2) 

A Cordón Pozo, Eulogio 

IMK: NTRODUCTION TO 
MARKETING (INTRODUCCIÓN 
AL MARKETING) 

Comercialización e 
investigación de 
mercados (Marketing 
and Market Research) 

A Rey Pino, Juan Miguel 

IOF: INTRODUCTION TO 
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 
(INTRODUCCIÓN A LAS 
OPERACIONES FINANCIERAS) 

Economía Financiera y 
Contabilidad 
(Accountancy and 
Finance) 

A Pérez López, Gemma 

MAT: MATHEMATICS 
(MATEMÁTICAS) 

Matemática Aplicada 
(Applied Mathematics) 

A 
 

García Cabello, Julia 
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GECO (BILINGUAL 
PROGRAMME) 

 

2º Semestre/2nd Semester 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
*   Academic Organization Plan for the 2023-2024 academic year approved by the Faculty Board on 8 April, 2023. 
At the time of publishing this guide, the UGR Academic Organization Plan (POD) is not finalized, so the professors assigned to the 
courses of the degree may undergo some modification. 
The area shaded in yellow corresponds to the teaching of small groups. However, this information is for guidance. The faculty, 
depending on teaching needs, may modify the schedule of these groups, always respecting the class hours assigned to their 
subject. 
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1ST YEAR BILINGUAL GECO- SECOND SEMESTER (D25) 

 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

8:30 to 9:30 ID (D05) 
MATE-1* 

 (DO5) 
ID   

9:30 to 10:30 ID (D05) 
MATE-1*  

 (DO5) 
ID   

10:30 to 11:30 
HDEMC*(D05) 

 

HDEMC*(D05) 

 
CG  CG  

11:30 to 12:30 
HDEMC*(D05) 

 

HDEMC*(D05) 

 
CG  CG  

12:30 to 13:30 
MICRO-1* 

 (D05) 
MICRO-1* 

 (D05) 
 

MATE-1* 

 
 

13:30 to 14:30 
MICRO-1* 

 (D05) 
MICRO-1* 

 (D05) 
 

MATE-1*  

 
 

 
CG: CONTABILIDAD GENERAL (GENERAL ACCOUNTING) 
HDEMC: HISTORY OF CONTEMPORARY WORLD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (HISTORIA DEL DESARROLLO 
ECONÓMICO MUNDIAL CONTEMPORÁNEO) 
ID: INTRODUCCIÓN AL DERECHO (INTRODUCTION TO LAW) 
MATE-I: MATHEMATICS FOR ECONOMICS I (MATEMÁTICAS PARA LA ECONOMÍA I) 
MICRO-I: MICROECONOMICS I (MICROECONOMÍA I) 
 

Course Department Group Professor 
CG: CONTABILIDAD 
GENERAL (GENERAL 
ACCOUNTING) 

Economía Financiera y 
Contabilidad (Accountancy 
and Finance) 

A Garde Sánchez, Raquel 

HDEMC: HISTORY OF 
CONTEMPORARY WORLD 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
(HISTORIA DEL DESARROLLO 
ECONÓMICO MUNDIAL 
CONTEMPORÁNEO) 

Teoría e Historia 
Económica (Economic 
Theory and Economic 
History) 

A 
 

Caruana de las Cagigas, Leonardo Roberto 
Fari, Simone 

ID: INTRODUCCIÓN AL 
DERECHO (INTRODUCTION 
TO LAW) 

Derecho Mercantil 
(Commercial Law) A Rojo Álvarez de Manzaneda, Carmen Lorena 

MATE-I: MATHEMATICS FOR 
ECONOMICS I 
(MATEMÁTICAS PARA LA 
ECONOMÍA I) 

Matemática Aplicada 
(Applied Mathematics) A Delgado Amaro, Antonia María 

MICRO-I: MICROECONOMICS 
I (MICROECONOMÍA I) 

Teoría e Historia 
Económica (Economic 
Theory and Economic 
History) 

A Grechyna, Daryna 
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4. Examination 
sessions/  

Exámenes



BILINGUAL GECO                                                                                                                             Examination sessions 2023-2024 

   

    

 

GRADO (BACHELOR’S DEGREE) IN ECONOMICS (BILINGUAL PROGRAMME) 
ACADEMIC YEAR 2023-2024 

ORDINARY EXAMINATION SESSION FOR JANUARY 

 

COURSE YEAR DATE HOUR CLASSROOMS 
INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL 
OPERATIONS (INTRODUCCIÓN A LAS 
OPERACIONES FINANCIERAS) 

1 Jan-10 8:30 D14- D15 

FUNDAMENTOS DE DIRECCIÓN Y 
ADMINISTRACIÓN DE EMPRESAS 
(PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
AND ADMINISTRATION) 

1 Jan-12 8:30 D06 

INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING 
(INTRODUCCIÓN AL MARKETING) 

1 Jan-15 18:30 D06 

POLITICAL ECONOMY (ECONOMÍA 
POLÍTICA) 

1 Jan-22 12:00 D23-D24 

MATHEMATICS (MATEMÁTICAS) 1 Jan-24 15:30 E10-E13 
 
 

GRADO (BACHELOR’S DEGREE) IN ECONOMICS (BILINGUAL PROGRAMME) 
ACADEMIC YEAR 2023-2024 

EXTRAORDINARY EXAMINATION SESSION FOR FEBRUARY 

 
 

COURSE YEAR DATE HOUR CLASSROOMS 
INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING 
(INTRODUCCIÓN AL MARKETING) 

1 Feb-6 12:00 
D04 

FUNDAMENTOS DE DIRECCIÓN Y 
ADMINISTRACIÓN DE EMPRESAS 
(PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
AND ADMINISTRATION) 

1 Feb-7 18:30 D21 

INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL 
OPERATIONS (INTRODUCCIÓN A LAS 
OPERACIONES FINANCIERAS) 

1 Feb-9 8:30 E13 

POLITICAL ECONOMY (ECONOMÍA 
POLÍTICA) 

1 Feb-12 12:00 D21 

MATHEMATICS (MATEMÁTICAS) 1 Feb-15 15:30 D06 
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GRADO (BACHELOR’S DEGREE) IN ECONOMICS (BILINGUAL PROGRAMME) 
ACADEMIC YEAR 2023-2024 

ORDINARY EXAMINATION SESSION FOR JUNE 
 

COURSE YEAR DATE HOUR CLASSROOMS 
MICROECONOMICS I (MICROECONOMÍA I) 1 Jun-10 8:30 D25- D26 
CONTABILIDAD GENERAL (GENERAL 
ACCOUNTING) 1 Jun-12 8:30 D23 
MATHEMATICS FOR ECONOMICS I 
(MATEMÁTICAS PARA LA ECONOMÍA I) 1 Jun-17 12:00 D23- D24 
HISTORY OF CONTEMPORARY WORLD 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (HISTORIA 
DEL DESARROLLO ECONÓMICO MUNDIAL 
CONTEMPORÁNEO) 

1 Jun-19 8:30 E23- E25 

INTRODUCCIÓN AL DERECHO 
(INTRODUCTION TO LAW) 1 Jun-21 18:30 D06 

 
 

GRADO (BACHELOR’S DEGREE) IN ECONOMICS (BILINGUAL PROGRAMME) 
ACADEMIC YEAR 2023-2024 

EXTRAORDINARY EXAMINATION SESSION FOR JULY 

 

COURSE YEAR DATE HOUR CLASSROOMS 
MICROECONOMICS I (MICROECONOMÍA I) 1 Jul-4 8:30 D22 
CONTABILIDAD GENERAL (GENERAL 
ACCOUNTING) 1 Jul-8 8:30 D21 
MATHEMATICS FOR ECONOMICS I 
(MATEMÁTICAS PARA LA ECONOMÍA I) 1 Jul-9 12:00 D01 
HISTORY OF CONTEMPORARY WORLD 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (HISTORIA 
DEL DESARROLLO ECONÓMICO MUNDIAL 
CONTEMPORÁNEO) 

1 Jul-10 8:30 D26 

INTRODUCCIÓN AL DERECHO 
(INTRODUCTION TO LAW) 1 Jul-11 15:30 D22 
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